We present a method for Monte Carlo sampling on systems with discrete variables (focusing in the Ising case), introducing a prior on the candidate moves in a Metropolis-Hastings scheme which can significantly reduce the rejection rate, called the reduced-rejection-rate (RRR) method. The method employs same probability distribution for the choice of the moves as rejection-free schemes such as the method proposed by Bortz, Kalos and Lebowitz (BKL) [1]; however, it uses it as a prior in an otherwise standard Metropolis scheme: it is thus not fully rejection-free, but in a wide range of scenarios it is nearly so. This allows to extend the method to cases for which rejection-free schemes become inefficient, in particular when the graph connectivity is not sparse, but the energy can nevertheless be expressed as a sum of two components, one of which is computed on a sparse graph and dominates the measure. As examples of such instances, we demonstrate that the method yields excellent results when performing Monte Carlo simulations of quantum spin models in presence of a transverse field in the Suzuki-Trotter formalism, and when exploring the so-called robust ensemble which was recently introduced in [2] . Our code for the Ising case is publicly available [3] , and extensible to user-defined models: it provides efficient implementations of standard Metropolis, the RRR method, the BKL method (extended to the case of continuous energy specra), and the waiting time method [4] .
I. INTRODUCTION
Monte Carlo methods play a central role in the simulation and study of a variety of physical and mathematical problems. In particular, Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) are a class of very powerful and general algorithms to sample from arbitrary probability distributions [5] ; furthermore, they are at the basis of some general optimization techniques such as simulated annealing [6] and quantum annealing [7] . Arguably, the most popular general MCMC scheme is based on the Metropolis-Hastings rule. Concrete implementations of the rule can however suffer, particularly in frustrated systems, from the problem of having a very slow dynamics; one typical manifestation of this is a very high rejection rate of the proposed moves. Indeed, a wealth of different techniques have been proposed in order to overcome this problem and improve the sampling efficiency for specific classes of systems, such as Kinetic Monte Carlo [8] , Cluster Monte Carlo [9, 10] , parallel tempering [11] , and many others (see e.g. [12] ).
In this paper, we propose yet another such variant, which we call "reduced-rejection-rate Monte Carlo", RRR for short, with a publicly available generic implementation [3] , and present some exploratory numerical results that demonstrate its advantages. The method as described here is applicable to the case of Ising spin systems but could be generalized to Potts-like models, and consists in introducing a prior on the choice of the candidate moves in an otherwise standard Metropolis-Hastings scheme, with the aim -as the name suggests -of reducing the rejection rate.
Consider a system of N interacting Ising spins σ = {σ i } N i=1 ∈ {−1, +1} N subject to some Hamiltonian E (σ). For simplicity, in the following we will consider Hamiltonians restricted to at most pairwise interactions between the spins, but the treatment is general. Let us then call L the set of interacting pairs, and write:
We want to sample from the Boltzmann probability distribution at inverse temperature β:
In the usual MCMC scheme, using the Metropolis-Hastings rule, one starts from a configuration σ, proposes a candidate move σ → σ with some prior probability distribution C (σ → σ ), and accepts the move with some acceptance rate A (σ → σ ). Therefore, we write the transition probability of going from configuration σ to a different configuration σ in the Markov Chain as:
Of course, P (σ → σ) = 1 − σ =σ P (σ → σ ).
The rejection rate is determined by enforcing the detailed balance condition P (σ) P (σ → σ ) = P (σ ) P (σ → σ):
which can be accomplished by the usual formula:
In a straightforward implementation, the proposed moves consist in choosing one spin uniformly at random and flipping it. Then, the C terms in the above equation simplify and one is left with the simple rule: P (σ → σ ) = min 1, e −β(E(σ )−E(σ)) .
Throughout the paper, we refer to this choice as a "standard Metropolis scheme". In this work, we will instead focus on choosing the prior C in such a way to reduce the rejection rate, while still keeping its computation efficient. The rejection rate minimization is achieved, informally speaking, by making the quantity R (σ → σ ) = e −β(E(σ )−E(σ)) C (σ → σ) C (σ → σ )
as close as possible to 1. We will still only consider single flips as the candidate moves. The basis of our method is (a generalization of) the rejection-free algorithm by Bortz, Kalos and Lebowitz [1] , which we refer to as BKL throughout this paper (it is also known as "the n-fold way"). The BKL method goes under the general category of "Kinetic Monte Carlo", or "faster-than-the-clock" (FTTC) schemes, see e.g. [5] . The general FTTC technique is to pre-compute the probability distribution of the number of consecutive rejections before a move would be accepted, extract a number of MCMC iterations to skip from that distribution (thus "advancing the clock"), then choose a move without rejections. The resulting MCMC has the same statistics as a standard Metropolis scheme, but skipping the rejections may be computationally convenient, especially at low temperatures when the rejection rate is high. Of course, the additional computations involved only lead to an advantage in some cases. In particular, the BKL method was introduced as an efficient method for the case of Ising spin systems with small connectivity, and in which the energy shift ∆E (σ → σ ) = E (σ ) − E (σ) induced by a spin flip can only belong to a small set of values. As an example of such system, consider an Edwards-Anderson model, i.e. a D-dimensional lattice with nearest neighbor interactions and periodic boundary conditions, with J ij ∈ {−1, +1} and h i = 0, in which case there are only 2D + 1 possible values of ∆E: ∆E ∈ {−4D, −4D + 4, . . . , 4D − 4, 4D}. As it turns out, the requirement of small connectivity K N is the only crucial one in order to achieve an efficient implementation, while the requirement that the energy shifts are discrete is useful for further optimizing the method: for general energy shifts, an efficient rejection-free method exists, the waiting time method (WTM for short) [4] , but we will show that the BKL can also be extended rather straightforwardly and achieve comparable performances to WTM. We will shortly review the BKL method in section II, and show how to modify it in the case of general heterogeneous energy shifts.
The core of our RRR method is to use the same probability distribution for the choice of the move as in the BKL method, but this time as the prior C, without the initial skipping of the rejected moves; this leaves a residual rejection rate, given by eq. (5) . Although this may appear to be a net loss, this is often not the case, and may even be slightly advantageous in a number of situations, as shown in section V A. The main advantage of the RRR method however is that it is more easily generalizable. Consider the case in which the energy can be written as the sum of two components:
where E s (σ) describes a model with low connectivity, while E d (σ) is a residual part of the energy for which the BKL or WTM methods are not convenient. With our approach, since -as we shall show -we can achieve
we are then only left with the acceptance rate relative to the non-sparse part of the system:
Then, with the RRR method, we can almost completely absorb the effect of the interaction E s by including it in the prior. This basic idea was used, with the method we propose here in embryonic form, when studying the so-called robust ensemble (RE) introduced in ref. [2] ; the RRR method is a generalization and an improvement of what was used in that paper. This case is discussed in section V C. An important case that also falls in this category is the simulation of quantum spin systems via the Suzuki-Trotter transformation [13] , in which case E s can be identified with the interactions between the replicated Suzuki-Trotter spins. This case is discussed in section V B, where indeed we will show that RRR is able to equilibrate much faster than the standard Metropolis scheme.
II. THE BKL METHOD
In this section, we briefly review the BKL method. In its original formulation, the authors called the method "the n-fold way", since they were considering the case in which the energy shifts arising from a spin flip could only take a value in a small discrete set. Here, however, we will start with the more general case, and recover the original formulation as a specialized case. We will thus introduce some definitions and notations which we will used for RRR as well.
Let us indicate by σ (i) a configuration of the spins obtained from another configuration σ by flipping the spin i:
We denote the effect of such a spin flip on the energy as:
Then, for a given configuration σ and all possible spin flips, we define the following quantities:
With these, the probability of rejecting a move in a standard Metropolis scheme (eq. (6)
σ /N is the probability of transitioning to the new configuration σ (i) . The BKL procedure at each step is then as follows:
1. Extract a number of iterations to skip as log(1−r) log(1−zσ/N ) , where r is a random number extracted uniformly in [0, 1), and "advance the clock" accordingly.
Extract a spin i with probability p (i)
σ /z σ and flip it, thereby changing the configuration to σ (i) .
Compute the new values p (j)
σ (i) for all j and the new z σ (i) . As mentioned above, by this procedure one realizes the same MCMC transition matrix of standard Metropolis, but can save computational time by skipping the rejected iterations entirely (step 1), at the cost of requiring a specialized sampling procedure (step 2) and some additional bookkeeping (step 3). Note that in step 3 only the flipped spin and its neighbors may change their values of p (i) σ , therefore the bookkeeping operations can be relatively inexpensive for diluted graphs (the details on how to achieve this are given in section IV), which explains the reason for the requirement K N given in the introduction. When expressed in this general form, the BKL method is almost equivalent to another closely related rejection-free method, the waiting time method (WTM) [4] . However, in the special case in which the set ∆E (i) σ has a small cardinality for all σ and all i (e.g. in the case of a regular lattice with ±1 couplings mentioned in the introduction), a further optimization can provide additional computational advantages. In that case, which is the one originally considered by the authors in [1] , the procedure is as follows: for a given configuration σ, we divide all the spins into classes, based on the energy shift induced by flipping them:
All the spins in the same class will thus have the same associated probability p
σ (eq. (13)), thus we only need to keep track of one probability for each class, and of the class sizes. Let us then define:
With these, we can also express z σ (eq. (14)) as:
In this specialized case, the step 2 of the BKL scheme above is performed in two separate steps:
2. (a) Extract a class C σ (∆E) with probability p σ (∆E) /z σ (b) Extract a spin uniformly at random from the chosen class, and flip it.
The update step 3 is also simplified, since it can use a more efficient data structure. The details are given in section IV.
III. THE RRR METHOD
In the RRR method, when applied to sparse models, the proposal C (σ → σ ) simply follows the BKL step 2 of the previous section, without the skipping step 1 and without accepting the move right away, i.e.:
With this choice, the expression involved in the acceptance rate A σ → σ (i) , eq. (7), takes the remarkably simple form:
where z σ is the same as for the BKL algorithm, eq. (14), and z σ (i) is the same quantity computed for the new candidate configuration σ (i) . Indeed, this choice significantly reduces -and in many cases nearly eliminates -the rejection rate. The basic reason for this is that, at fixed (non-zero) temperature and in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, z σ is an extensive quantity and the perturbation induced by the spin flip is at most of the order of the connectivity K, therefore z σ (i) = z σ + O (K) and R σ → σ (i) ≈ 1 to the leading order. Only at fixed N and very low temperatures the difference becomes more significant (and indeed, in the limit of β → ∞ at fixed N the rejection rate must tend to 1 whenever the system is in a local minimum); in practice, though, this regime appears to be rather narrow, while the acceptance rate seems to be very close to 1 up to rather high values of β (see the numerical experiments of section V A). Moreover, consider a system initialized in a random configuration in the initial transient regime, at an energy E (σ) far above the equilibrium one:
1 the proposed move i will be more likely associated to a negative energy shift ∆E
σ in eq. (13) . In that case, the contribution of spin i to the normalization term z is 1 in z σ and it is e β∆E (i) σ in z σ (i) , and thus z σ (i) < z σ unless the effect is overcome by the shifts on the neighbors, which means that in the initial stages there is a bias towards R σ → σ (i) > 1, further reducing the rejection rate. The resulting MCMC transition matrix is thus no longer the same as that of standard Metropolis, and has in general better convergence properties (for very small systems, this can be assessed numerically by computing the eigenvalues of the transition matrices).
When the method is applied to the two-level systems mentioned in the introduction, i.e. systems such that the energy can be written as E (σ) = E s (σ) + E d (σ) with only E s (σ) begin sparse, the RRR algorithm is straightforwardly modified as follows: first, a candidate spin i is chosen according to E s (σ) as described above, and R σ → σ (i) is computed from eq. (20); then, the residual energy shift ∆E
is computed; finally the move is accepted with probability
When ∆E s is typically much larger than ∆E d , this method can provide very significant improvements. Experiments on this type of systems are shown in sections V B and V C.
In principle, it may also be possible to exploit the fact that discrete energy spectra allow for a specialized version of the algorithm, and apply the RRR method to sparse graphs with continuous spectra by discretizing the interactions and allowing for a small residual rejection rate (e.g. by writing the couplings as J ij = J 0 ij + δJ ij with the J 0 ij chosen from a small discrete set and such that |δJ ij | is small). In our tests, however, this strategy led at best to the same performances as using the more general versions of BKL/RRR, or WTM, i.e. the slight advantage of the discretization was always at least counterbalanced by the disadvantage of having a slightly increased rejection rate, and we have thus abandoned this line of inquiry.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
During each step of the BKL or RRR algorithms, we need to have an efficient way to a) sample from the distribution p σ will have changed. To achieve this in our implementation, we used a specialized binary tree which keeps "local cumulative distributions" in O (N ) memory and can be accessed and updated in O (log N ) time [14] . More precisely, let us at first assume for simplicity that N is a power of 2, and define the table of arrays {a l }, with l = 1, . . . , log 2 N , of variable length 2 l−1 ; in each entry of an array a l , we store the sum of N/2 l elements:
We also compute and store
σ . To extract a random element i with probability p
σ /z σ , we use this procedure:
1. extract a random number x ∈ [0, z σ ), and initialize k ← 0; 2. looping over each l = 1, . . . , log 2 N , do:
This requires O (log N ) elementary operations. Updating the structure when one of the p (i) σ is changed is also O (log N ) since each entry only appears in at most log 2 N entries in the {a l } table, and z σ can be updated with a single operation. 1 And also far above that of any long-lived meta-stable state which may trap the dynamics, should they exists. 2 Other schemes based on more sophisticated data structures such as [15] can achieve better asymptotic performances, but they involve more complex operations, and also consume more random numbers. We consider it unlikely that they could positively and significantly affect the results which we present here considering the system sizes involved (and in any case this would only affect the comparisons between BKL/RRR and WTM for the continuous cases), and we have thus left their use as a potential future improvement to the code.
In the general case in which N is not a power of 2, we simply pad the distribution with zeros. Also note that the WTM has the same complexity, since it uses a binary heap as its underlying data structure for performing the analogous sampling and update operations.
In the specialized case of discrete energy shifts, however, we use basically the same approach and data structures as described in the original BKL paper [1] : at each time, we keep track of the C (∆E) classes' compositions by using unsorted lists of variable size, and associated look-up tables to determine the position of each spin in the structure. Updating the position of a spin within the structure is an O (1) operation, since the structure is unsorted. For example, removing a spin from a list amounts at doing the following: locate its position using the look-up table, move the last spin of the list in its position, reduce the list size, update the look-up table. This data structure then allows to a) keep track of the values of n σ (eq. (16)) for all classes, b) have an efficient way to choose a spin within a class, and c) determine how the neighbors' classes are affected by the move and perform the update. Note that when the number of classes is very small, the choice of the class (step 2a at the end of section II) is most efficiently performed by simply extracting a uniform random number in [0, 1) and computing the cumulative distribution on the fly until it exceeds that number, without the need of specialized structures. This is for cache efficiency reasons. When instead the number of classes is not so small that more sophisticated methods are required, the discrete specialization is not particularly convenient over the more general method.
When determining the effect of the move on the energy shifts, a loop over the neighbors of the chosen spin is necessary. This introduces an O (K) cost, where K is the connectivity, as mentioned above. The difference between BKL and RRR is that, in the latter case, this computation is required before the move is accepted. For RRR, we have thus two possible modes of operation: we can either always accept the change at first and undo it if it happens to be rejected (we call this the undo mode), or we can keep in memory the results of the computation (the potential shifts induced by the move) and apply them later if the move is accepted (we call this the staged mode). Empirically, we found that the undo mode has better performance at high acceptance rate, while the staged mode becomes convenient at lower acceptance rates (the transition between the two regimes happening at about 0.5 or 0.8 acceptance rate on the discrete or continuous problems we tested, respectively). Therefore, our code determines which strategy to employ based on an ongoing estimate of the acceptance rate. When the acceptance rate of RRR is high, these additional computations are very rarely wasted with respect to the BKL method -it is rare that a move needs to be undone; on the other hand, the RRR method avoids the computation of the number of steps to skip (point 1 in section II), which, as it turns out, can also be relatively expensive. On balance, RRR may be slightly more convenient than BKL even on diluted models, up to some value of β where the acceptance rate of RRR starts decreasing.
Finally, we mention the fact that it is common practice in Monte Carlo simulations to boost performance by keeping some kind of memory cache (e.g. the local fields acting on a spin); the need, at least in the staged mode of operation, to perform tentative spin flips, then roll them back, and finally perhaps accepting them, introduces a slight complication in this regard. This however is solved quite easily by keeping an additional cache level which allows to undo the last performed change: in our tests, this proved to be both computationally cheap and sufficient to keep the advantages of the cache mechanisms. We refer the interested reader to the provided code [3] for concrete examples.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We performed numerical experiments comparing the performance of standard Metropolis, BLK (where applicable), WTM (where applicable) and RRR. All tests were run under identical conditions on a 2.5 GHz Intel i7-4710HQ CPU with a single thread; the code is written in the Julia programming language and run with Julia version 0.5 on a Linux operating system.
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In all tests, we set a hard wall-clock-time limit (e.g. 60 seconds), and compared most results (e.g. the energy or the overlaps) as a function of the wall-clock time. The results were sampled at regular intervals in the simulated Monte Carlo time: we took one sample for every 10 4 attempted moves in the RRR case, and we scaled the sampling intervals for the other algorithms in order to make sure that a similar amount of samples was collected for each algorithm. We mostly explored the low-temperature regime, which is the one where RRR (as well as BKL and WTM) can be expected to offer an advantage over standard Metropolis.
A. Tests on sparse models
The first batch of experiments which we present here was performed on random regular graphs (RRG) with connectivity K = 3, with random couplings. We tested two cases, binary couplings J ij ∈ {−1, +1} and continuous normally distributed couplings J ij ∼ N (0, 1), extracted uniformly and independently, in both cases with no external fields (h i = 0, see eq. (1)). 4 For each case, we tested at least 20 different random graphs, and ran 2 independent tests for each algorithm and each setting of the parameters. We performed all experiments at fixed β, starting from random initial conditions. By construction, we were not expecting the RRR method to outperform BKL or WTM on this type of graph. Thus, the main purpose of these experiments was to check the behavior of RRR, in particular as compared to BKL and WTM, exploring different values of β and N . As expected, at large N and not-too-large β, RRR has a very high acceptance rate (e.g. larger than 0.99 for β = 2 in both models with N = 10 4 , see below), and thus it should behave almost identically to BKL. As it turns out, it is even slightly better in some regimes. Figure 1 shows the energy as a function of time (for models with N = 10 4 , with β ranging from 2 to 4), for 60 seconds of simulations (thus nowhere near equilibrium). Figure 2 shows the overlaps as a function of time (for models with N = 10 4 at β = 2) and the RRR acceptance rates at different values of β and N . Following [16] , we computed both the self-overlaps (the overlaps at different times, within a certain time interval, for the same run) and the cross-overlaps (the overlaps for different runs on the same graph at comparable times), and used their difference as a measure of the distance from equilibrium. In both cases, we divided the time in regular intervals in logarithmic scale (so that for example in figure 2 the points displayed at t = 15s used all samples collected between 15s and 30s, while the points displayed at 30s used the samples collected between 30s and 60s). The results make clear that the tests are indeed very far from equilibrium, but they help discriminating better the different algorithms, and are qualitatively consistent with the picture that emerges from comparing the energies. Figure 3 shows the number of moves performed on average per second for each algorithm, as a function of β, again confirming the overall picture.
As mentioned above, since on these models BKL is essentially identical to RRR in the very-high-acceptance-rate regime algorithmically, the slight advantage of RRR over BKL in the discrete case at β = 2 (which, although not clearly visible in figure 1a , is visible in figure 2c and even more clearly in figure 3a) can only be ascribed to the computation of the number of moves to skip (step 1 in section II). Figures 1 and 3 show that only at β = 4 in the discrete case RRR performs slightly but measurably worse than BKL, since in that case the RRR acceptance rate dropped to 0.66 (figure 2e). For the continuous case, instead, even at these low temperatures the acceptance rate is still greater than 0.99 (figure 2f), and still better than BKL in terms of moves per second: this is due to the fact that a fraction of the variables have nearly 0 energy shift cost and are thus selected with higher probability, while in discrete RRG case no such cases exists since K is odd. In general, the bottom panels in figure 2 show that, for any given β, the RRR acceptance rate increases monotonically with N , as expected from the arguments given in section III.
B. Quantum Monte Carlo tests
In the second set of experiments, we used the Suzuki-Trotter transformation to study a quantum system of spins in a transverse magnetic field. We will only sketch the method here, see e.g. [17] for a nice and more thorough introduction. Consider the following Hamiltonian operator:
whereσ z i is the spin operator (Pauli matrix) in the longitudinal direction z,σ x i is the spin operator in the transverse direction x, and Γ ≥ 0 is a magnetic field. The goal is to study the statistical mechanics properties of the system at inverse temperature β, i.e. the partition function Z = Tre −βĤ and the average value of the observables Ô = Z −1 TrÔe −βĤ . The well-known Suzuki-Trotter transformation [13] allows to address this problem by using an effective classical Hamiltonian of Ising spins, with an additional dimension with periodic boundary conditions. The equivalence is realized when the size M of this additional ("imaginary", or "Trotter") dimension diverges. The effective classical Hamiltonian is written as: Figure 1 . Energy density as a function of time for four different algorithms at different values of β on 20 random regular graphs (100 runs for panel a; 2 runs per algorithm per graph in all cases) with N = 10 4 and K = 3, with either binary couplings (left column) or Gaussian couplings (right column). See details in the text. The points and error bars show the means and standard deviations (computed on bins of regular size; they are slightly shifted relatively to each other for improved readability). For the discrete case, the RRR algorithm performs best at β = 2 (this is visible in figures 2c and 3a), RRR and BKL are about tied at β = 3, and BKL performs best at β = 4 when the acceptance rate of RRR drops (see also figures 2e and 3a); WTM is slightly less optimized for this case and performs worse than BKL. For the continuous case, BKL, RRR and WTM are all basically equivalent at all temperatures (WTM is slightly worse), see also figure 3b. Overlaps vs time and RRR acceptance rates for random regular graphs models at K = 3 with either binary couplings (left column) or Gaussian couplings (right column). Top row: average self-overlaps (top curves) and cross-overlaps (bottom curves) for N = 10 4 and β = 2, for four different algorithms (same tests as panels a and d of figure 1 ). Points are slightly shifted relative to each other for improved readability. Middle row: average difference between self-overlaps and cross-overlaps, same data as the two top panels. This shows that BKL is slightly better than RRR in the discrete case at β = 2, and that RRR, BKL and WTM are equivalent in the continuous case; data for β = 3 and β = 4 (not shown) agrees with the qualitative picture emerging from figure 1. Bottom panels: acceptance rate of RRR as a function of N for different values of β (the values at N = 10 4 correspond to the plots in figure 1 ). Error bars are smaller than the data points. The rates are higher in the continuous case because the couplings can be small and some spins can be flipped almost freely. . Therefore, the transformation consists in replicating M times the longitudinal part of the original system (the part of the Hamiltonian which commutes with theσ z i ), and adding pairwise nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic interactions along the Trotter dimension between the corresponding replicated spins. Hereafter, we refer to the system "slices" at fixed k as to the "Trotter replicas".
If such a system can be sampled efficiently, the average value of the observables can be easily computed. In particular, the average value of the energy density can be computed as:
The interactions along the Trotter dimension all have connectivity 2, and all couplings are equal: therefore, that part of the Hamiltonian H eff describes a part of the model with small connectivity, and we can thus apply the RRR method (and since the energy levels are discrete, we can use the specialized discrete version for this case). It is interesting to notice that, at small values of Γ, the corresponding transverse interactions γ diverge (as Γ → 0 the system becomes classical and the replicas collapse); therefore, in that regime, these interactions dominate, and accounting for them through a prior rather than the rejection rate seems particularly promising. The BKL and WTM methods, on the other hand, would need to take into account all the connections of each spin, which are extensive, and are thus those methods are not efficient in this case (we verified that they are indeed orders of magnitude slower than standard Metropolis in the settings we tested).
This formalism is not only used to study quantum physical systems (see e.g. [18, 19] ), but it is also at the basis of some quantum annealing optimization techniques, in which the main idea is that the system can be made to escape local minima of the energy landscape via the tunneling effect by introducing a transverse field in an otherwise classical problem, rather than by thermal fluctuations. The general scheme is to simulate a system at low temperature but with an initially strong transverse field Γ, which is gradually lowered to 0 in order to recover the original classical system, hopefully in a low-energy configuration. The usage of Monte Carlo sampling with the Suzuki-Trotter scheme in this context is a well-known technique, see e.g. [7, 20, 21] .
We tested this approach on a Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) fully-connected model with random binary couplings 24), while the second term is accounted for by the prior. A more thorough exploration of the characteristics of the RRR method on this kind of models, and a comparison with alternative Monte Carlo algorithms specifically designed for this purpose like e.g. [22] , is reserved for a future 24), which accounts for the non-monotonic behavior observed in the initial iterations steps in some panels. RRR clearly converges to equilibrium much faster. Panels e-f : the acceptance rate for the two algorithms, as a function of the number of Trotter replicas M : not only RRR has a much higher acceptance rate (even in terms of accepted moves per second, RRR is at least a factor of 3 larger), but the behavior is opposite for the two algorithms.
work.
C. Robust Ensemble tests
In a final set of experiments, we applied the RRR method to the so-called robust ensemble (RE), recently introduced in [2] . For a given Ising model with energy E (σ), its RE Hamiltonian at a given inverse temperature β is defined on a set of M interacting replicas of the original system:
where γ is a control parameter. This Hamiltonian introduces a measure which, compared to the original Gibbs distribution on E (σ), enhances the statistical weight of regions of the configuration space with a large free entropy (i.e., roughly speaking, extensive regions in which an exponential number of configurations have low energy), with the parameter γ indirectly controlling the scale of the region (larger γ values bring the focus to narrower regions). One typical use of this measure is to use it within a "scoping" procedure, in which γ is gradually increased. Therefore, the large-γ regime is of particular interest for this problem. In terms of observables, one of the main quantities of interest is the mean energy density across replicas, defined as:
This system is formally similar to the Quantum Monte Carlo of the previous section, 5 and we can use the RRR method to almost entirely account for the effect of the interaction between replicas (the second term in eq. (26)). Note however that for this model the topology of this interaction is different (it's fully-connected rather than a loop), and methods based on flipping entire clusters of spins along a replicated dimensions such as [22] are not applicable.
As in the previous section, we tested this approach on a replicated Sherrington-Kirkpatrick fully-connected model with random binary couplings J ij ∈ −1/ √ N , 1/ √ N , using N = 1024, M = 5 replicas at fixed β = 0.4 and varying γ. The results are shown in figure 5 . As expected, RRR is able to absorb most of the effect of the interaction in the prior, and therefore its acceptance rate is almost constant up to very large values of γ, while that of standard Metropolis drops dramatically. This is true both in terms of accepted moves per attempted spin flip (figure 5e) and of accepted moves per second (figure 5f). As a result, RRR is clearly advantageous in this large-γ regime.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method, called reduced-rejection-rate Monte Carlo (RRR), which extends the realm of applicability of rejection-free methods: by transforming a kinetic Monte Carlo approach into a choice for a prior, we were able to show that it is possible to improve over the performance of a naïve Metropolis scheme by reducing the rejection rate on a class of models. While rejection-free methods such as BKL and WTM are effective (at low temperatures) for models with low connectivity, the RRR method can also be applied to models in which only a component of the Hamiltonian has that characteristic. For such models, the RRR method can, in many cases, almost remove the rejection rate associated with that component.
We demonstrated this by numerical experiments on Ising spin models, first by showing that RRR indeed nearly eliminates the rejection rate on sparse models (and is thus almost equivalent to BKL) in a wide range of regimes; then by applying it to two models (quantum models and robust-ensemble models) in which only a part of the Hamiltonian is sparse, and showing that the reduction of the rejection rates leads to improved dynamics with respect to a naïve Metropolis scheme when the sparse part dominates. The experiments were mostly exploratory and aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of the method, and are by no means exhaustive: further work is needed (and planned) to employ this method in practically relevant applications and as a component within more general algorithmic schemes (e.g. simulated annealing or parallel tempering). Since the code is generic and extensible, and publicly available, it will also easily allow for a more wide-range exploration of the effectiveness of the technique to other type of sampling and optimization problems. 
